2013, June 6

THURSDAY NIGHT CALL

TO LISTEN TO THIS CALL:
● GO TO BBS RADIO 2 & SCROLL DOWN THE SCHEDULE UNTIL YOU REACH THURSDAY NIGHT.
● CLICK ON “STARGATE ROUND TABLE” & THE INFORMATION PAGE WILL COME UP.
● UNDERNEATH THE PICTURE OF THE GALAXY AND THE LOTUS, YOU WILL SEE A BLUE BOX WITH
THE WORDS PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● CLICK ON THAT BOX TO GET TO THE LISTING OF PROGRAM ARCHIVES.
● YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE PROGRAM TO YOUR OWN COMPUTER OR LISTEN DIRECTLY.

Phone Numbers:

530 – 413 - 9537
530 - 763 – 1594
502 - 746 – 0341

BBS Toll Free

888-429-5471 [good for all of North America]

Host:

MariettaRobert

Opening Meditation: AngelSu
Mayan Calendar:

Rainbird

We have been through a week of portal days; still three to go – we are in Chicchan, a time of change
6th Thurs: 9 BEN -about being clear, following through; the skywalker, a warrior aspect which gives us strength
to do the work; the 9 energy is giving us a universal outlook – the power of action set into motion
7th Fri: 10 IX – Ix is the jacquar priestess, the visionary aspect, the magician; interdimensionalities
8th Sat: 11 MEN – MEN is the eagle, vision; 11 is letting things go that no longer serve
9th Sun: 12 CIB – begins regular days for 5 days; CIB is the warrior
10th Mon: 13 CABAN – we change from Chiccahn; Caban is the earth
11th Tues: 1 ETZNAB - this is a new wave, the mirror – get into the fluidity of this wave – observe seeing
yourself in others
12th Wed: 2 CAUAC – 2 is the duality number, CAUAC is the storm energy – lighting clear thought in others – a
dynamic, transformational energy
13th Thurs: 3 AHAU – 3 is an activation #; AHAU is the sun, striving towards Christ Consciousness
Astrology: Annie Rose
MESSAGE from Annie Rose via MariettaRobert
● have a new moon on Saturday;
● for Virgo Sag and Pisces – be aware of misunderstanding others; look for deeper meanings
● for the US: Kerry will make new allies – will be good for US
● The markets have gone down
● we will have new opportunities and a lot of things – squaring Libra and Aquarius
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T: Annie said last week that June 7 was D-Day in terms of getting things done
● That astrology has lots to talk about in terms of the news
● Neptune going stationary, retrograde - it's higher love, Divine Compassion, mystical, visionary, utopian – if it's
going retrograde, let's look back to Dec 21, 2012 7 pull on that energy; what have we not used about
that energy which we have not had for billions of years that we can pull forward and use now?
● Venus is trine Neptune at the same time – if Neptune is high love, the love of a mystic, of a prophet, visionary
love, then by adding Venus which is the goddess of the kind of love added by human beings: let's get
crow medicine in again which is divine love made manifest, and the meat of that work is getting NESARA
announced.
● Moon is conjunct Mars: Mars = will power, the most powerful thing; wilfulness creates war power; we are using
will a different way, using the power of will brings things forward – when it is conjunct, it is very strong, so
be spiritual warriors, warriors for peace and harmony
● Message from Lord Maitreya: he will be showing up very soon; Raj Patel is a strong aspect of Lord M;
The Maitreya message means he is another aspect of ourselves becoming the Cosmic Christ which
means group work, bringing our energies together to bring the highest forms of divine virtues into play
● Moon is squared Neptune – at 4:26 EST; this time is between 4:30 and 6:30 of very day is the regenerative
hours of the earth; so the earth regenerates itself all around the plant so before you go to sleep, put it in
your consciousness to help regenerate the earth wherever Mother Earth needs the help.
● Pull this energy forth from Dec 21/12 to now: this is the energy of enlightenment which has not been
here before in the same powerful way it is now, for millions of years!
● Moon square Neptune: brings up conflict, obstacles, stress – so find positive solutions for the conflict
Like putting a baby in a play pen – it has to deal with the 4 corners: the Four Corners are in the US
which is Altea America in this Age of Enlightenment: this is really saying it is the United States of the
New America
● Phrase is taken from Sr Frances Bacon's writings – The New Atlantis; United States of Altea America
is the New Atlantis. He only wrote some of it then, said the rest would be written by the world group
servers when that time comes
● St Germain said you sign it or your children will be lost; they knew they would be taken out by George
III, yet they still signed it
It was especially hard for the Deists at that time – Jefferson, Franklin & the others - they believed in
immortality and that they could actualize that
● This time we are in is the time that St G and Sir Francis was talking about – he is here, with an office in
Paris, Frankfurt, the Tower of London, 2 in Virginia and 1 in Washington, DC
● T speaks of the time that St Germain and Barack Obama were in London and meeting with Q of E; they
showed up in the UN room and asked the people what they were doing; everyone was whitefaced as
they knew that Obama was in London & what was he doing in the UN in front of them with St G?
● We are the Goodly Company returned.
● Cynthia said the only person with so many squares in their chart is a master because nobody else can do it!
● Cynthia said it of MR! This means she has the ability to do powerful change. Squares make a good
person better. There is a square underneath the pyramid
● There are no negative anythings – negative is maya, illusion. When it looks like a lot of things going
funny, then there is lots more illusion than you thought!
● Rachel going at it tonight: the PRISM project [2007], the BLARNEY project
● Got a message from Lady Di who will be back soon: they are going to unify the whole world which was all
fake; the holy roman apostolic catholic church set up the conflict of civilizations – refers to material read
in 2005 about the conflict of civilization;
● in 315 AD church set up a fake Mohammad and a fake Koran with the 72 virgins etc etc and other
items related to the Islamic faith. The true Koran says thou shalt not kill – so we are ending the conflict of
civilization with that square: in the 1500s the C Church set up the rules that said killing non-catholics was
justified. At the same time, St Germain showed up as Sir Francis Bacon to counter-act this. Henry 8 th
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ordered up the military from the Vatican
● St Germain showed up as Sir Francis Bacon who wrote the principles of Rosicrucianism; Masonic
teachings are based on these writings. He did this because of what the Vatican was doing at the time.
CL: Monsanto has officially given up the fight to use GM seeds in Europe/60% of the people thought Franken
crops were a threat to human health – goes over the whole process
T: because it's a losing game – no profit; Europe said we are not taking GMO products
● Arundhati Roy said that there are only 2 powers: power of empire, and the power of we the people.
● India, Japan, China have all refused Monsanto!!! Awareness brings that power back! No longer in fear
● Venus trine Saturn: Saturn helps us do things with discipline, yet a trine means we look for harmony
and the ease of bringing that harmony in; also for talent and luck for bringing things about.
● You can tell they are losing – the Monsanto story is good evidence.
● The NASA thing is another
● John Poindexter an Iran contra convict: “Total information awareness” - used the Latin to say knowledge is
power – yet they are tapping into 9 internet providers:
[SEE BELOW]
● The computer built in Utah is bigger than NYC!
MR: was supposed to go Chicago tomorrow – a book about the seed generation and how they have been
taken away and 93% of the seeds have been taken;
● there are so many young people listening and hearing: the movement is being infused with energetic young
people
T: about 93% of the seeds being gone: in northern Sweden, built into a mountain – every seed there ever
was has been saved – all the new plants, flowers showing up are also being saved – there were those
who knew this was happening over 20 years ago and started working to save seeds
● Everything that appears to be going on is illusion
CL: asking about source of info on Maitreya
R: spoke with Mr X & John Oliver – JO said so many things happening have to do with the Queen of
Hearts
returning, plus Lord Maitreya; the 3D distractions are just that
● the fact that Bradley Manning is on trial: he needs to be freed and both he and Julian Assange given the
Nobel Peace prize
MrX: He is one of the secret service people who guards the pres; he's from Jordan
● He and John were talking about the system that we see and appears to have some order is broken; held
together by duct tape and glue!
● All the drama with spying on us had all to do with the fact that accountability to this hour that 9/11 is
still an open murder case; 78,000+ people not accounted for; Silverstein and Bush Clinton crime
family are still un-indicted
T: Bill Mahers on John Fugelsein said: the Democratic party has moved to the right, and the Republican
party has moved into a mental institution! They have lost it as they have lost everything!
R talked to Nada, Nomi Prince, Valerie Plame [Nomi in movie about Plunder about the 2008 crash – she
had worked for 1-12 years on Wall Street – she initiated the call
● This gives a hint to what Annie was saying about tomorrow: there must be enough of a screw on
the rest of them that these ones who signed a gag order don't have to – ie, Nomi has passed her
test and got the telephone numbers
● Behind the scenes in the world banking system, all countries are in the red; no one is in the black
● the only thing that can solve this is NESARA; all the other distractions – not just DC news, but things
like dinar, freedom club – what was out there in the old money making system; the OPPT, The St
Germain Trust ALL ARE distractions
● for one reason and one reason only, nothing gets to be anything unless the 13 families and their money
system gets shut down completely, and the programs named above are 13 family items: ONLY
NESARA is good.
CL: Poof died last week – anything about it?
T: Poof was a girl, a barrister in the Jersey Islands; Rama talked to Katherine from KOS – Rama asked “Do you
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know if he was taken out? :She said “No comment” which means that's true, but they are not
commenting – which means that person was not working for the light.
CL: everyone is getting e-mails that are from his wife Susan – confusing!
T: They are all compromised – this is rigged from A - Z
R: They are all involved in hedge funds where you roll $100 Million at a time - where you sit with heads of states,
heads of agencies, private contractors – this is where the money comes to fund things like Kellogg,
Brown & Root, and Blackwater who kill innocent civilians around the planet
● the hedge fund $ that is not accounted for goes into the a/cs and those playing with it are involved.
● The person who was the barrister was involved at that level which means they are murderers
because their money was used to kill people.
R: The banks ARE too big to fail but not to jail: Chris Christie is in Elizabeth Warren's cross hairs – only a matter
of time before Marco Rubio, Christie, & rest of Bernie Madoff's boys will be captured;
• Fannie and Freddie are going down; all the corporations getting the death penalty – if they claim to be
people, they get the death penalty
R: as long as T & R have been following the story, hedge funds, rollovers, arbitrage – this is why Grand Cayman
Islands have come up; why 47% words have come up; Mitt Romney has a small private army that
protects him and his family – this has to do with the Gordon Duff article
Reading: 2012, Aug 12 Foreign Cash Disqualifies Romney from Presidential Bid
[SEE BELOW]
We had Lucifer running for President; Barack Obama is the 9th member of the Sirian Council of Nine –
was it a match? Did we win???
There are 11 members of the OPTT – there a lot of people in Faction 2 who got fooled – a lot! They put
a front out that made it look like the money was coming from the saints and the Ascended Masters!
T: discloses background on Ben Fulford – and that the Arc of the Covenant was found by Rommel – this was an
incarnation of Sananda who knew where it was, so he found it and took it to Ashtar who still has it!
CL: difficult to keep straight who is clean and who is not!
T: It is because they got into the big money stuff, and it is hard to say no to money!
● as CL says, we are salivating for NESARA
● How she knows about Maitreya: it is an office, the ray is the higher office
● his colour ray is aqua marine, and also pink & gold – a tri-colour pink
● it is an Office of the Cosmic Christ –
there are 10 evolutionary stages of humanity; the 10th incarnation & initiation of the Cosmic Christ is Maitreya –
Kalki Maitreya rides in on a white horse: symbolizes the purity of the Cosmic Christ heart – the 3 fold
flame
● 9+1 = 10 – we completed the 9 cosmic rays and we will be done by July 26 of this year
● Wave 1 was 900 million years – just to wake up a little bit!
● Wave 2 was 2 – 3-400 million years
3rd – 9 total = 4.5 billion years
● Wave 8 was the 2nd last wave & was 12 years – about coming in with tribal consciousness at Wave 1
Next Level: mass consciousness / lemming consciousness
● Next one is Wave of discernment – become aware of what is good and what is evil – where the organized
religions started with the heavy influence before people find out what they are more than we said they
were – all organized religion is going away now
● this is being replaced by spiritual science: Why? God is a number; mathematics and music are hand in
glove; Pythagoras wrote a Theorem called “Harmony of the spheres” [this was Kuthumi] which has to do
with the golden mean
● Golden Mean in math = the Pythogrean Theorem: square of one side of a triangle = the sum of the
squares of the two other sides – result is 3.1416. . . . , a number which goes to infinity – P defined that
number
● the Golden Mean proves that we are immortal!!!!! And they did not want us to find this out!
Caller: Has just found out Obama will be meeting Chinese President Xi in California
● China's reputation – message Obama will say that all working together will protect against cyber
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intrusion and that the Chinese have to do their part
● Rancho Mirage – about 1.5 hours from Culver City – in a desert area; very hot!
T: could surmise: the idea of cyber theft and Rachel was talking of NSA and PRISM and the Blarney and
total Awareness thing have all been going since 2007, and more since before that – it all began right
after 9/11 when the Patriot Act was put in place
● It was already established by John Poindexter after the Iran Contra thing ● Caller talks of the Google Earth program and reason for its development – snatching every bit of information
off everyone's computer as well – being stored underground
T: Yes it is – and not to forget that Maitraya will be showing up
There is a fake St Germain Trust out there as well, a fraud! The REAL on is the NESARA ONE;
Caller: talks of a chart he has – Tara says it not even pertinent!
T: all the gold from Taiwan and other places is with St Germain and no one knows where!
T: The first thing we move towards is a CASHLESS SOCIETY – and we set the planet up to be the 33 rd planet in
the Federation of Worlds and the other 32 worlds do not use cash
There are ways to do thing that are beyond our wildest dreams! Dr Keshe has developed a program on
the human body that is completely transforms any kind of medicine we have on the planet; nor are we
bound by gravity and we never have been, though we had to prove it to ourselves.
● The Patriot Act – created a new department Homeland Security – completely operated by Israel and the
Mossad! Should we be worried about cyber theft from China when DHS is controlled BY ISRAEL????
Caller: trying to wrap mind about Israel – very confusing!
T: In order to understand Israel, you have to understand about Palestine – gives the background, and people
have to collect those pieces
The bigger story is that this has been going on for 13, 000 years – way beyond the bible
Caller: reading about Saddam Houssein and that he was Nebuchadnezzar and other things . . .
T: Saddam H story, yes he was N but he was not a nice guy; the money he used to build what he did was given
to him by the US as a bribe – a rogue element of the Mossad got films of guys in the US fornicating with
animals, each other and all kinds of things – he used that info to blackmail the US & others.
T: Ruth was a Moabite woman who saved the true jews who were in NW Persia WHICH IS IRAN – and Dr
Keshe's family was part of this group.
● To create HER story, one must understand HIS story first
● The goddess is so powerful! [The people on Thom Hartmann's show are the smartest around! And
Thom has done a lot to help people become informed!]
Caller: about coverups when important people are taken out – has found something that is new to him: is it
possible that Saddam H is still alive?
T: a clone of him was killed; his wife knew that it was not him! He is on a brig on a starship, will return.
● It was December and olive trees are not in full bloom in December which was by the hole they
buried him in.
● Nelson Mandela's wife also knew it was not her husband – killed and cloned in prison; made a
member of the Committee of 300
Caller: asks why cloning is done?
T: last 33 years, were going to keep key players in place by cloning them: what do we do when we have 7.4
billion people to deal with & with 47,000 sects of Christians on the planet + Islams and others –
● separation of the mind and the heart was the concept carried through by the dark priesthood into
Egypt and other civilizations
● this is the Divine Leila when we asked for a veil so we could prove we knew who we were & check in with our
divinity so you don't have to tell us
● One Rule: no intervention if a developing civilization unless there is psychic or nuclear holocaust
● We did not pass our test! Yet without failure, there is no success because you do not understand the failure
● In Egypt, we body-hopped all over the place – eg, Aknautan had millions of souls pass through that body
because we were still in the 5th dimension; lots of souls could connect with that energy to get that
vibrational pattern and carry it on to the next incarnation – happened in Lemuria, Atlantis, Egypt
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Caller: major reason for ET to show up: why is it an absolute rule that we don't mess with nuclear power?
● the people that perished during a nuclear explosion – their souls were blown apart and were scattered
all through the universe, and there are lots of light beings who gather the fragments and put the souls
together
T: we all have the power to induce a nuclear explosion right in our bodies:
● when Rama was going to be dead for not doing something – he was given 2 tasers by 2 Statepolicemen;
Mother jumped into his body and brought him back, and Mother aimed her 2 hands at those
with the
guns; the violet flame out of her hand turned them into spots on the pavement & the 3 rd one took
off! It was 7 am in front of a gas station and saw it, and they all left and went to another gas station!
● The power of nuclear energy is the power of a god being, and that is why the Prime Directive said none
intervention unless in time of nuclear or psychic holocaust
T: The term is: Rama got reduced to sub-atomic particles in the 1st creation story by Jehovah; who is he to
reduce Rama with the power of a nuclear bomb on Rama: Jehovah is the shadow side of Alcyone, the
Great Central Sun, the consort of Mother Sekhmet. Every yuga they change places as one great plasma
ball being of light role-playing!
● Why are we so warlike? What are we that we can do such unbelievably horrific things to each other?
● The answer is what is really going on is that the power of the Divine Feminine is a terrifying thing;
because we said God is Mother; Source is Divine Feminine - everything non-linear is a powerful thing
● We are role-laying life time after lifetime after lifetime; it is a rare thing for a soul to be mostly male
or mostly female – only a few are like that [Green Tara made a Bodishatva vow to come in as a female
for every lifetime until all this is healed]
● All the archangels are feminine – it is a role they play; they get male names because it is our concept
of what that energy is; when people really understand that energy, they can paint androgynous paintings
and show both energies – the linear and the non-linear worlds
Caller: What is the name for your consort?
T: twin flame – when you merge with your twin flame, you become androgynous. The Pleiadians – they plug
it in, but don't bump and grind; look in each other's eyes, connect through certain chakras 7 create a
human being instantly – no pregnancy or birth
● In kundilini yuga, the male can learn how to bring the semen up the sushuna to pineal gland
● Monks live a monastic life, not a monadic way of life! The monadic way of life is what Jeshu did – the
Kumran Essenes lived on the Dead Sea; the other Essenes lived in Mt Carmel & they were gypsies, the
meaning of Egypt and the Goodly Company; when you bring this to the cosmic level, we travelled from
sun system to sun system – yes they remember it; and we can all do that!
● We are being asked to get into spherical structures; square buildings require us to support the
structures when they are not round – we are literally holding the walls up; a spherical structure's energy
feeds the inhabitants and we won't need to sleep for more than 2 hours! Which is more a “stasis”
● Speaks of a woman who has learned to live on prana in northern Australia
T: background on various channels
Caller: asks about Ben Fulford
T: not working for the light, and has never been! Got paid off and has always worked for the dark. Same for Poof
● Discussion about Basel III compliance and who did it [KOS] and more background on the story that led to
KOS' action
T: talks of John Oliver taking over for Jon Stewart for 3 mos, as Jon is going to the Middle East. John Oliver is
hilarious and knows all the dirt from the British side – the Brits are the dirtiest where money is
concerned, the US is the dirtiest where the military is concerned
● Talks of the back ground of Princess Diana who was the first daughter of Jeshu and Magdalene, so has that in
her akashic record. Christ NEVER SAID I AM THE WAY; he said THIS IS THE WAY! There are books
from the nag Hammadi dig that are in the handwriting of the day –
● Greg Braden was in the Hindu Kish and hung out with Lady Di and Dodi who have been going through the
material for years and years, and sitting with scholars and being taught ever since her “death” - in
August, it will be 16 years, so they have a lot of remembering of the Akashic Records; when they sit on
the Stone of Scone and are co-regents, and we will see Michelle be co-regent with Obama in 2016 – we
have until 2023 to get this right: say this, and visualize it so!
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● We will see a unification of the east and the west; Grand Goddess Lillie has been working on this unification
for weeks – the Aboriginal Moabite nation is recognized in the World Court
● Gives more background! Those with the red skin have a leadership role in the west – why do you think
Obama went to Mars?
● Talks about Hebrew – take it back one layer it is Atlantean and Lemurian; back again and it become Solex Mal
which is the language of Light and of the galactics!
R: John Nichols talked about Russ Baker; go to www.Familyofsecrets.com
● Talked about all the distractions of the last while: birther movement & the Silly Season
● Have all kinds of dirt on the Bush – Clinton crime family and THERE IS NONE ON OBAMA!
About The Bush Dynasty, America’s Invisible Government, and the Hidden History of the Last Fifty Years
● how Bush Sr set things up so son could be president – started in earnest in 1963 when they planned to kill
JFK Jr – they didn't know it was a clone; he was 96 in May, is still alive, and will be back!
● Said Leo Wanta is a major criminal; Mark Rich gets pardoned while Leonard Pelltier & Abu Jamal are in
prison!
● Said on the radio today that Mr and Mrs Clinton are guilty of high treason! And he asked Hillary where the
800 tonnes of gold was; he knew!
● Takes all of us to create a new heaven and a new earth
MR: a listener supported program; can use Pay Pal or call her if there are questions
Closing: Cathy

MATERIAL RELATED TO THE NOTES
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2012, Aug 12

Foreign Cash Disqualifies Romney from Presidential Bid

Romney Faces Prosecution for Campaign Finance Violations
by Gordon Duff, Senior Editor

No other American presidential candidate has ever
left the US to garner campaign contributions from foreign citizens.
There is a reason for this, one that Romney and his staff seem oblivious to and the mainstream media
had ignored until just recently.
Using foreign contributions in any American election is a felony. Hello Romney campaign…is anybody
home, hello?
Below, Fox News identifies illegal fundraising in both Israel and in London, no donor is identified, no records are
kept. Gosh, does that look like someone might be trying to circumvent the law?

__http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=0ykRsn9HEQA
YouTube - Veterans Today If you go outside the US, if you stay inside the US, if your contributor is living in the US but not a citizen, any
money you get can mean years in jail.
Romney went the whole way, personally campaigning outside the US, soliciting foreign citizens, and humiliating
himself and his country with his ignorance and flagrant attempts to trade illegal cash for promises of illegal war.
One could hardly break more laws if one wanted.
Romney has raised millions in foreign cash at fundraising events across Israel and London, those that we
know of so far. One table alone gave him a million in cash. None was from American citizens. Fewer than 10%
of Romney’s contributors in Israel are estimated to be “dual citizens.” Others may have just flown the money in.
A real question many might ask, why would a presidential candidate travel outside the US to
seek campaign money at all? As the Supreme Court points out, in the decision Bluman, et
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al., v. Federal Elections Commission, no foreign cash, especially collected overseas, can
ever be used in an American campaign.

__________________
Here is what the New York Times reports on recent court decisions that disqualify Romney as a candidate:
January 9, 2012, 3:34 pm

Supreme Court Retains Ban on Foreign Campaign Donations
By JOHN H. CUSHMAN JR.
In a terse four words, the Supreme Court on Monday issued an order upholding prohibitions
against foreigners making contributions to influence American elections.
The decision clamped shut an opening that some thought the court had created two years
ago in its Citizens United decision, when it relaxed campaign-finance limits on corporations
and labor unions. On Monday the Supreme Court, upholding a lower court’s decision in
Bluman, et al., v. Federal Election Commission, refused to extend its reasoning in Citizens
United to cover foreigners living temporarily here.
Foreign nationals, other than lawful permanent residents, are completely banned from
donating to candidates or parties, or making independent expenditures in federal, state or
local elections.
The Supreme Court’s order did not discuss the merits or suggest that there was any dissent
among the justices.
_________________
The iconic photo below, from the Washington Post, hands Romney out to dry:

A man with some real
problems to wail about; “Please g-d, don’t let them catch me…”
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Here is what the Washington Post reported on Romney’s illegal fundraising efforts inside Israel:
JERUSALEM — Mitt Romney held an intimate breakfast fundraiser here Monday with some
of his campaign’s biggest benefactors, telling them about the spiritual impact his trip to
Israel had had on him.
Seated around a U-shaped conference table with roughly 40 donors, with Las Vegas casino
mogul Sheldon Adelson immediately to his left, Romney said he was “overwhelmingly
impressed with the hand of providence.”
The presumptive Republican presidential nominee was expected to raise more than $1
million from the donors, who each were required to raise or donate $25,000 to $50,000 to
attend the event. All of the donors are U.S. citizens, and many of them flew here from the
United States to be with Romney during his 36-hour visit to Jerusalem.
Many of those in attendance at the posh King David Hotel are major bundlers for Romney’s
campaign, raising tens of thousands of dollars from their business associates and friends.
Adelson, for instance, has personally committed to giving tens of millions of dollars to a proRomney super PAC.

He sure has a big smile on his face
No filming, no photographs were allowed, no donor IDs were checked.
No due diligence done, only one reporter attended who surprise, surprise, had no access to donors.
This is one of many fundraisers including one in Tel Aviv just for diamond merchants as Fox reported, held in
total secrecy.
We have word that Romney and Sheldon Adelson met a group of large donors from among the Jewish
community of Russia who flew from Moscow to offer their financial support.
The problem stems with bad legal advice Romney received from his campaign finance staff.
The Romney campaign had been laundering money through corporations, money moved into the US under the
“Citizen’s United” decision of the US Supreme Court.
Romney figured he could then go anywhere in the world, peddle foreign policy, promise war,
play president and collect cash from foreigners though this is specifically prohibited by US
law.
In doing so, he is no longer qualified for office and, if challenged by Ron Paul, has no
standing at the Republican Convention. With such a clear violation of law, not just blatant
but massive, Romney could face years in prison.
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The Romney/Bain legal team was not available for comment.
It is now for Romney to prove that not one cent of contributions collected from thousands in Israel was actually
collected from Israel. We wish him good luck with that.
One source of untapped information on Romney’s activities is his Secret Service detail. As federal law
enforcement officers, though they are not directly tied to the Federal Election Commission, they are obligated to
report any suspicious activity.
Considering Romney’s secret meetings with diamond merchants, many of whom are on international terror
watch lists, perhaps the secret service might want to meet their sworn obligation.
_________________

Israel is now the largest source for “blood” or “conflict” diamonds, the major source of funds for terrorism,
illegal arms dealing and drug trafficking in the world.

Here is how this works, taking advantage of “loopholes” purposefully written into handling procedures that let
billions in illegal diamonds enter the US:
Since the KP, at least in its current form, only tracks the movements and origins of uncut
diamonds, countries specializing in the cut variety of stones can churn out billions of dollars
worth of diamonds each year, incubated from the sometimes awkward propriety questions
the KP has been known to raise.
Due in part to this glaring KP loophole, Israel has become the world’s largest diamond
exporter, with revenues from the precious stones accounting for more than a third of its total
annual exports. In 2008, Israel generated $9.4 billion through diamond exports, an amount
increasing annually.
Since the process of cutting diamonds removes all traceable hallmarks, cut diamonds
purchased from Israel are close to impossible to track, indistinguishable from diamonds
sent from South Africa, Australia or North America, and end up at major trading hubs such
as New York or Hong Kong, where they are purchased wholesale by diamond sellers across
the globe.
Is Fox right, is illegal diamond trafficking going to have its own president? Are these diamond “merchants”
supporting Romney or “blood diamond launderers?”

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2012/08/12/foreign-cash-disqualifies-romney-from-presidential-bid/
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Are we to wait on hands and knees for federal authorities to make a statement on this, or are they all at
the casino?
When you add Sheldon Adelson, Romney’s “host” and his history of involvement in charges of bribery and
prostitution and “casino skimming,” according to the Jewish Global News as quoted by Veterans Today.
Romney certainly has chosen an interesting crowd to help enrich his heritage as a Mormon Bishop.
The results of the Romney overseas trip?
We had fundraisers generally barring reporters and others with “no access, sit in the corner with no camera”.
To that you can add in unpublished meetings and a failure to identify not just sources of cash, which wasn’t just
Israeli but money channeled from other foreign supporters from Russia, India, Britain, Switzerland and
elsewhere.
Is there any doubt why Romney would leave the country to raise money when he has over a
thousand Swiss bank accounts?

Editing: Jim W. Dean

Is it fair for the troops to be humiliated by a presidential candidate selling their lives and limbs
for campaign donations?
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